Attachment I
The Centenary Conference of the CMI, held in Antwerp in 1997 devoted a session to a discussion of the Future of the CMI. Essentially it was intended to discuss the working methods of the CMI and the subjects which CMI should work on. It is proposed to hold a similar discussion at the Beijing Conference in October 2012: “Future of the CMI in the Decades to come” and this paper has been prepared to assist delegates in their deliberations at that time.

Executive Summary

The session to be held at the Beijing Conference is an opportunity for NMLAs to comment on any matters relating to the workings of CMI and its relationship with NMLAs. This paper canvasses some of the Governance issues raised at the CMI Centenary Conference in Antwerp in 1997, the work done by the Steering Committee of the Executive Council which was set up in 2007, changes and developments which have taken place since 1997 and as a result of the Steering Committee’s Report; i.e. the Current Work Projects and Future Work Programme; the Website and Technology; Development of new NMLAs (including the setting up of a Regional office of the CMI in Singapore for a three year trial period); Young Lawyers; Future Conferences, Symposia and Colloquia Venues and Improvement in Relationships with International Organisations.

Centenary Conference: Antwerp 1997

Annex 1 to this paper is the document which was prepared to assist delegates at the Centenary Conference. The documentation which was prepared for the Centenary Conference and the results of those deliberations can be found in CMI Yearbook 1997, Antwerp II at pages 377 to 394. The speech made at the opening of the conference by Professor Allan Philip, the President of the CMI, can be found in the same issue of the Yearbook at pages 143 to 147. He noted the changed role which CMI had had to adopt since the formation of International bodies that had taken over the Convention drafting role of the CMI. CMI is now the link between the public and private sectors. It provides a bridge to Government, both local and international. A question for delegates is whether we are carrying out that role effectively enough. How can we improve?
It is of interest to revisit some of the comments made by the NMLAs in responding to the President of CMI's invitation to comment on certain issues prior to the Centenary Conference and to what was said by delegates at the Conference. Annex 2 identifies the concerns raised at the time of the Conference and comments on developments since then have been inserted in bold type beneath each concern. Delegates are asked to comment on any of these matters and state whether they consider that the concerns are still valid, whether enough has been done to respond to them or whether more needs to be done to address them.

**Governance Issues**

The Executive Council appointed a Steering Committee in 2007 to develop a package of reforms. Two questionnaires had been sent to NMLAs prior to the Steering Committee's Report being completed. The first questionnaire sought:

- Historical data about each NMLA, such as date of formation, year of joining CMI, whether incorporated and the number of its members
- Its work practices, such as whether it restricted itself to CMI work and if not what other work or projects it engaged in
- The age profile of its membership and whether it makes special arrangements for younger members in terms of membership fee and whether it organises conferences and seminars with younger members in mind
- Whether it has any affiliation with other organisations
- Financial information such as whether it raises funds other than by way of annual fees
- Whether it would like to host a CMI event or has done in the past
- Whether its CMI subscription is paid from general revenues and how annual fees are assessed for its membership
- Whether it is satisfied with the CMI "Questionnaire" policy
- Whether it has any problems with the management functions of the CMI or any suggestions for improvement
• Whether it is involved in the regular workings of the CMI via IWG’s and ISC’s

• Whether it had any advice for the CMI as to how NMLAs could become more involved in the decision making processes of the CMI

• Whether its membership was increasing or declining and whether there were any ways in which the CMI could help improve the NMLAs

A review of NMLA responses to the First Questionnaire was attached as Annex 6 to the Report and Recommendations made by the Steering Committee in September 2008.

Twenty nine NMLA’s responded to this Questionnaire. They have about 11,000 members. Some have special arrangements for reduced fees for younger members. Some Northern European countries participate in annual regional meetings of their young lawyers with topical issues being discussed. For example, the 2011 meeting in London included a shipping mediation workshop and a case study and panel discussion on legal issues arising out of piracy. Some provide financial support to students studying maritime law. Some have close working relationships with Government, including having government employees on their Board or Executive Council. Some have regular annual conferences and raise additional funds from their annual subscriptions from hosting such events. Some obtain sponsorship for such events.

Other NMLAs organise purely social events for their membership. Some do not hold any functions or seminars. Some include other organisations in the shipping or insurance industries as members. Some, such as the South American NMLAs belong to other organisations such as Instituto Ibero Americano de Derecho Maritimo (IIDM). Some publish their own journals and newsletters. Some operate through standing committees.

About a third of the NMLAs who responded do not raise funds other than by way of subscriptions. Of the rest, apart from raising funds from seminars or conferences some obtain donations for particular expenditure and some from sponsorship.

The responses generally suggest that NMLAs are somewhat conservative and may not make the most of the opportunities to organise seminars for industry, as well as their membership, which could generate funds to defray CMI subscriptions and/or in sponsoring education or other initiatives. In relation to the operation and management of the CMI there was an overwhelming
endorsement of the modus operandi of CMI in issuing Questionnaires, although many NMLAs, apologetically, recognised that they often needed more time (or failed to respond at all).

Some of the suggestions made in response to the Questionnaire included:

- Greater use of email communication and websites
- Providing an easily accessible forum for the consideration and discussion of international maritime law through the CMI website
- Publication by NMLAs on their own or on CMI website of periodic updates of maritime legislative changes and current jurisprudence in their own jurisdiction
- The shortening of periods in office of CMI councillors
- Enlarging the size of the Executive Council
- Direct contact with members of NMLAs by CMI
- Greater interaction between the CMI executive person responsible for a particular NMLA and/or regional NMLAs
- Establishment of a regional subcommittee
- Advertising for speakers for conferences, seminars, colloquia, IWG and ISC
- Making sure that CMI events do not coincide with other international or national events
- Greater consultation with NMLAs
- Discussion of the costs structure and the fairness of fees paid (including cutting costs by greater use of electronic dissemination of materials), including the introduction of three levels of fees
- Invitation to delegates to preparatory meetings and costs sharing
- Holding a CMI function in the Americas as the Central and Southern American NMLAs feel cut off
• Reintroduction of the French language

• More timely feedback in relation to responses to questionnaires once collated by CMI

• The encouragement of younger people from more national associations in the workings of CMI

• Reporting annually a summary of the relevant and focused activities, and

• Greater frequency of communication about all CMI matters, with requests for comments by NMLAs.

A Second Questionnaire was sent to NMLAs, which was responded to by 17 of them. The questions posed in this Questionnaire were more focussed and, essentially, sought information on the following topics:

• The subscriptions paid to the CMI.

• The website, whether NMLAs consulted it, whether they would be prepared to provide a regular newsletter to the CMI and whether they would be prepared to provide email addresses of their members to enable direct communication between the CMI and NMLA members.

• Young members, seeking suggestions as to how to make the CMI more relevant to younger members.

• CMI publications, such as the Yearbook and the Newsletter and how NMLAs would prefer to receive such materials.

• CMI conferences, what attracts attendance at such conferences.

• Future work agenda subjects.

• The internal organisation of NMLAs for CMI work projects and its general operation, whether it has a designated person to work with the CMI, and whether it has a contact person to work with government departments in its own jurisdiction.
In general NMLAs responded favourably to the recommendations which had been made for variations to subscriptions. Many associations confirmed that they had websites containing useful information about the legal system in its jurisdiction and links to universities, legislation and case law etc. Many agreed to provide email addresses of their members, although some were concerned about privacy issues, and to provide regular newsletters. However it did appear that many members of NMLAs were unlikely to consult the CMI website.

In so far as young members were concerned a number of useful suggestions were made, including making topics more relevant to day to day practice, keeping prices as low as possible (including reduced or zero registrations for seminars etc), involving young members in IWGs and ISC meetings, and adapting the website for greater interaction with young members.

In general NMLAs were in support of eliminating or reducing the use of hard copy publications.

In relation to the CMI Conference, price and location were considered to be the most significant factors. In terms of future agenda projects, cross-border insolvency, seafarers’ issues, including personal injury, death and illness, maritime labour law, a model agreement for post casualty work and piracy were all suggested. There was a view that IWGs and ICSs needed to attract a wider representation from Asia, as well as the Executive Council, in order to reflect better the global situation.

A wide variety of methods of work within NMLAs was evident from the responses to the questionnaire. Some, such as the United States MLA have Standing Committees which are much broader than the CMI IWGs, others only set up working groups for specific purposes, such as responding to questionnaires or preparing for Conferences and Colloquia. Very few had any formal arrangements with government bodies. The Netherlands has seats on its Executive Board reserved for representatives of the Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management.

The Steering Committee Report included the following recommendations and conclusions:

1. Reductions to annual subscriptions

2. Abolition of titulary membership subscriptions and a more formalised approach to the appointment of titulary members by the preparation of a proposal form highlighting the
need to show the contributions made by those whose appointment was sought to the work of the CMI or their NMLAs.

(3) The reform of the website so as to include texts of conventions, pro forma letters to potential NMLAs, guidelines for conference organisers, the newsletter and yearbook and preparation of a brochure. It was also suggested that an annual report be prepared by the President of the CMI. It was also suggested that direct communication take place between the CMI and NMLA members for the distribution of materials, such as yearbooks and newsletters.

(4) Not amending the Constitution to permit individual membership, but it supported the setting up of regional associations in exceptional cases only.

(5) Supported the continuing contact between the CMI and universities such as WMU and IMLI.

(6) Encouraged closer contacts between Executive Councillors and NMLAs and encouraged the creation of new NMLAs in countries where they had ceased to be effective, such as Poland, Romania, India, Malaysia, UAE, Egypt, Algeria, Israel, Cyprus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Ivory Coast, Benin, Ghana, Gambon, Cameroon.

(7) The only publication to be produced in hard copy was the Yearbook.

(8) Not to recommend increasing the size of the Executive but it did recommend reduction in the terms of Executive Councillors from 4 to 3 years.

(9) Future conferences devote sessions and social occasions to young lawyers.

(10) An Executive Councillor be appointed to have responsibility for communications and public relations.

As a result of the Steering Committee Report, the following actions have been taken:

- There have been substantial reductions in subscriptions. Some subscriptions have been reduced significantly. Overall subscriptions have been reduced by at least €40,000. (At the same time the reserves of the CMI have been reduced from about €1 million to €700,000).

- Fees for titulary membership have been reduced to zero.

- The website has been significantly upgraded and made more informative.

- NMLAs have been asked to provide email addresses of their memberships.

- Executive Councillors have been active in seeking the creation of new NMLAs in places such as India, Egypt, Poland, Indonesia, Honduras, Kenya and Malaysia.
The terms of officers and Executive Councillors have been reduced from 4 to 3 years.

Conferences as well as Seminars, Symposiums and Colloquia have included sessions and social occasions for young lawyers.

Current Work Projects

(1) Acts of Piracy and Maritime Violence
(2) Arctic and Antarctic Issues
(3) Cross Border Insolvency
(4) Fair Treatment of Seafarers
(5) Implementation and Interpretation of International Conventions
(6) Jurisprudence on the interpretation of maritime conventions
(7) Limitation of liability/procedural rules
(8) Marine insurance
(9) Recognition of foreign judicial sales of ships
(10) Issues relating to the Rotterdam Rules
(11) Salvage Convention 1989
(12) York Antwerp Rules

Future Work Programme

Of the topics listed only two will be debated at the Beijing Conference with a view to producing a draft instrument if that is what the delegates decide upon (Recognition of Foreign Judicial Sales of Ships and Salvage Convention 1989). Their work may or may not conclude in Beijing. Most of the other topics are likely to continue in one form or another after the Beijing Conference.

Arctic and Antarctic Issues and Cross Border Insolvency
These topics will be discussed at the Conference and are likely to form a significant part of the ongoing work of the CMI after the Conference.

Whilst the other topics do have an end product in mind for the most part, some of them, such as Acts of Piracy and Maritime Violence, Marine Insurance and Fair Treatment of Seafarers are bordering on being more akin to a Standing Committee having a monitoring role on international developments.

One of the discussion points in the Centenary Conference of 1997 was the suggestion that more use be made of correspondence in the work of an ISC. This has been taken up to a certain extent but could, if still thought appropriate, be something that the Beijing Conference could decide should be further developed in the future.

The holding of more regional meetings by NMLAs, and for ISCs or IWGs to meet in more widespread geographical locations have also been referred to on various occasions. The recent joint conference of the NMLAs of US, Canada, Australia and New Zealand was declared an enormous success and the annual Asian Conference hosted by the MLA of Singapore has become a regular feature of the Conference calendar.

One topic which it is thought greater focus could be given to by the CMI is Ratification and Implementation of International Conventions.

Considerable work has been done on this topic over many years. It was the subject of a joint report by Professors Francesco Berlingieri and Anthony Antapassis at the Athens Conference, 2008. (See CMI Yearbook 2007-2008 Athens p.308). The work these two distinguished Professors undertook sought to identify what inhibits uniformity being achieved and to that end they investigated the methods used for implementing international conventions and then considered what occurs after adoption. A Questionnaire sought information from NMLAs as long ago as 1987 concerning the procedures for implementation and the interpretation of a number of specific Conventions, such as Collision (1910); Salvage (1910); Protocol to Salvage Convention (1967); Hague Rules (1924); Hague Visby Protocol (1968); Liens & Mortgages (1916); Collision (1952); Arrest (1952); Limitation (1957); Protocol to Limitation (1979); Rights under Construction
(1967); Liens & Mortgages (1967); CLC (1969); Protocol to CLC (1976); Athens Passengers (1976); Limitation (1976); Hamburg (1978).

There is clearly a role for CMI to play in monitoring and disseminating information concerning the implementation and interpretation by National Courts of International Conventions but it is thought that there is a further role which the CMI can undertake through NMLAs.

It is thought that the CMI and NMLAs could, with others, seek to have international conventions more widely adopted. This work could be carried out on a number of different levels. A meeting with the International Chamber of Shipping in London in May attended by the President, Karl Gombrii, the Secretary-General, Nigel Frawley, and the two Vice-Presidents Johanne Gauthier and Stuart Hetherington, agreed to investigate the possibility of working with the ICS and its affiliated members around the world with a view to identifying the most significant conventions that are failing to achieve sufficient ratifications, ascertaining why countries who have not ratified them have not as yet done so and offering to assist those countries in understanding the conventions better, clarifying any issues which they have with them and generally offering to assist where possible in having those conventions ratified. Discussions were also held with Rosalie Balkin the Assistant Secretary-General/Director Legal Affairs and External Relations Division of the IMO Legal Committee in London in May and she also expressed keenness for the IMO Legal Committee to be involved in such a process.

In order for such work to be effective it will be necessary for an International Working Group or Standing Committee (or Joint Standing Committee with ICS, IMO Legal Committee) to be set up which will work together with the IMO Legal Committee and the ICS. Their task would be to identify significant conventions and the countries that have not ratified them, and then to identify those countries which have both representatives of the ICS and NMLAs who would then be put in touch with each other. Those representatives would, it is hoped, jointly approach the relevant government departments in their country to ascertain why their country has not ratified each of the identified conventions and what help could be given in order to assist in their ratification.

Members with an interest in public international law would be extremely useful in this project. Young lawyers should be encouraged to join also. It may also emerge from such work that some countries, particularly developing countries, would be assisted in having summaries of the
relevant conventions, details of those countries that have ratified them, guidelines as to what they need to do in order to ratify them as well as guidelines or suggestions as to how they might be given effect to by their national law.

The ICS has already produced a brochure "Promoting Maritime Treaty Ratification". It identifies the following Instruments to target:

- International Convention on Control and Management of Ship's Ballast Water 2004
- International Convention for the Safe and Environmentally Sound Recycling of Ships (Hong Kong) 2009
- Protocol of 2002 to the Athens Convention relating to the Carriage of Passengers and their Luggage by Sea 1974
- Marpol Protocol of 1997 (Marpol Annex V1 - Prevention of Atmospheric Pollution by Ships)
- United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Carriage of Goods Wholly or Partly by Sea (Rotterdam Rules) 2009
- Maritime Labour Convention 2006
- Seafarers Identity Documents Convention (Revised) 2003
- IMO Anti-Fouling Systems Convention
- IMO Bunker Spill Liability Convention

The ICS has members in the following countries which have an NMLA:

Australia; Belgium; Brazil; Chile; China; Croatia; Denmark; Finland; France; Germany; Greece; Hong Kong; India; Ireland; Italy; Japan; Korea; Mexico; Netherlands; Norway;
Philippines; Singapore; Spain; Sweden; Switzerland; Turkey; United Kingdom; United States.

To the extent that some of the above Conventions have not been ratified and given effect to domestically by any of the above countries it is thought that NMLAs together with the ICS member in that country could make contact with the relevant government departments to ascertain why they have not been implemented and what assistance they could be given.

It is also hoped that such a project would assist NMLAs to develop closer links with relevant government bodies.

If work upon such a project finds favour with delegates at the Beijing Conference the Executive Council would be looking for volunteers to be involved in this process, either as members of the Standing Committee or IWG or as a representative from their country who will liaise with the ICS affiliate in their country once the preliminary work by the Standing Committee has taken place. Delegates views as to how this project could best be structured would be extremely useful.

**Website and Technology**

The Effectiveness of the Website is only as good as the Chairs of the International Working Groups in keeping them up to date and refreshed with information. This is a vital role for the Chairs of IWGs, and the young lawyers section.

Communication with Members of the NMLAs is essential to make the CMI relevant to its membership. Whilst it is recognised that some NMLAs have privacy issues in that regard they have indicated that they have no difficulty forwarding any materials received from the CMI to their entire membership. The CMI needs to be provided with the details of the nominated person in that regard. All NMLAs are urged to provide the requisite information, which was sought by the President in his letter of 17 April 2012 to NMLAs.

The most significant addition to the website that has been identified by the Executive Council (and a number of NMLAs) would be the principal international conventions in the maritime area as well as up to date information concerning ratifications. Perhaps the most useful publication for judges, academics and practitioners that the CMI has ever produced is the Handbook of Maritime Conventions. A further, updated, version of that book is currently in the course of preparation by
IMLI. When that book is ready for publication the material will also be placed on the CMI website. That will be a significant improvement to the website.

A recent new feature is the uploading of lectures given by leading academics and practitioners. (This was "launched" with the President's letter to NMLAs of 17 April 2012). It is hoped that these will be useful for generating meetings within NMLAs that will not only be educational to their members but encourage younger persons, whether lawyers or others connected with the maritime industry to become aware of the existence of an NMLA. In addition it would provide a social opportunity for networking amongst such persons within the country of that NMLA as well as providing an opportunity to raise finances from such events. The CMI is very grateful to the academics and others who have thus far agreed to make DVDs of their lectures available for putting on the CMI website. If any NMLA is hosting a function with an informed and distinguished speaker please have it filed and send the DVD to Stuart Hetherington for uploading onto the website.

The suggestion has been made that the CMI should set up a chat room, join LinkedIn, Facebook and make greater use of the website and technology.

The CMI Executive Council looks to delegates of the Beijing Conference to advise and recommend on any further additions or aspects of the website that make it more meaningful to NMLAs and their members.

**Development of New NMLAs**

At the Assembly Meeting in Oslo in September 2011 the President reported that the Executive Council, at the invitation of the MLA of Singapore, was considering establishing a representative office for Asia, including India, on a 3 year trial basis. The thinking, as explained by the President, was that as a shipping hub for Asia, Singapore is an important and well placed MLA. There is a need in that region to galvanise current National Maritime Law Associations, as well as a need to recruit further member associations. In addition, there is work to be done to seek to obtain unification of maritime law in that region. It was thought that a representative office would provide a platform for that. The Assembly gave approval to the project, subject to approval by the Executive Council of the final agreement with the MLA of Singapore. Discussions regarding
practicalities are ongoing and the aim is to reach a final agreement later this year and start operations in 2013.

Further, it should not be overlooked that CMI is poorly represented throughout Africa, and the Middle East and much needs to be done to encourage the formation of MLAs in those areas. Visits by members of the Executive Council to NMLAs or putative MLAs have taken place and should be continued as one way to develop these organisations, whether already formed or embryonic. Apart from that, CMI is dependent on already established MLAs to help their neighbouring countries to set up their own MLAs where they do not exist. Maybe we should set a target of developing new MLAs in Africa and the Middle East, as well as Asia.

Young Lawyers

There is clearly a lot more which can be done at an International (CMI) and National (NMLA) level to encourage the participation of young lawyers. The Regional Annual Meetings held in North Western Europe provide a precedent which could be adopted in other regions: Asia, South America, etc. Making the website more interactive and informative would clearly assist in this process. Encouraging young lawyers to join Standing Committees, IWGs or ISCs would assist CMI to identify its future leaders. Should it be obligatory that at least one young lawyer be appointed to IWGs? Should they be made Rapporteur or Joint Rapporteur?

Future Conferences, Symposia and Colloquia

It has been decided to hold the 2016 Conference in New York. Suggestions for venues for Symposia or Colloquia between the Beijing and New York Conferences include Dublin, Berlin, Tokyo, St Petersburg and Istanbul. The views of delegates as to their preferred venue and topics (current issues, especially) to be discussed would be welcomed by the Executive Council.

Improvement in Relationships with other International Organisations

The IMO, UNCITRAL, UNCTAD, UNIDROIT, IBA, IOPC Funds, ICS, International Group of P&I Clubs, ISU, IAPH, ICC, IUMI, EU, IIDM are all organisations that CMI could (and arguably should have) regular contact with. Contacts with IMO and IOPC Funds take place regularly thanks to the attendance at their meetings of Patrick Griggs and Richard Shaw. It is thought that with the IMO and other organisations a regular high level meeting should take place between officers of the
CMI and most, if not all of those organisations, and reports made to the CMI Executive which can be included in newsletters so members of NMLAs can become aware of their work programmes and the areas in which CMI might be able to work with them. Delegates views on how these relationships can be more formalised and improved would be welcome. A concerted plan to develop links and forge relationships with all such organisations need to be developed and NMLA members with such contacts need to volunteer their services in these projects.

Stuart Hetherington
Vice-President, CMI
July 2012

Annex 1

The document ANTW/97 Future 2 was prepared in advance of the Conference. It posed the following issues for debate:

1. **Method of Work including IWGs, ISCs and Standing Committees**
   
   A How to give a clear mandate to CMI observers working with UN agencies and other bodies?

   B Whether CMI should set up Standing Committees and if so, what subjects should be covered?

   C Should International Working Groups and International Sub-Committees be replaced (where possible) by correspondent groups in order to increase opportunities for National Associations to participate?

2. **Future Work**

   A Should CMI set up a Committee to monitor and encourage implementation of its own (and other) international codes, conventions etc?

   B Should CMI actively develop its cooperation with UN agencies and other bodies in the drafting of conventions, model laws, guidelines etc?

   C Should National Associations be encouraged to liaise with their national governments to identify topics of concern to them in the field of private international maritime law?
D Should CMI continue to look for new work topics outside the orbit of the UN agencies?

E Should CMI create a committee to produce a long range work plan for CMI?

F Is CMI perceived as principally representing the interests of shipowners and insurers? If so, should CMI seek to change its image?

3. **Confidence and Profile**

A Should CMI change its current patterns of quadrennial conferences with colloquia in between?

B Should CMI be prepared to sponsor conferences organised by National Associations?

C Should CMI organise conferences which are more geared to the Commercial Conference Market?
D Should CMI seek to establish a higher profile? If so, what image should it project?
E Should CMI invite governments to send observers to conferences?

4. National MLAs

A Should National Associations be able to vote at CMI Assembly Meetings by proxy and if so, with respect to what types of issue?
B There is a perception the CMI is dominated by European nations. If this is correct, what can be done about it? Should members of the Executive Council make more frequent visits to member associations (time and cost permitting)?
C Some National Associations are inactive and membership criteria are restrictive. Would National Associations welcome a review of their constitutions, memberships and functions by CMI officers, aimed at improving their effectiveness?
D Why do many National Associations fail to respond to questionnaires?
E Should CMI actively recruit new members, in particular from the Far East?

5. Administrative Aspects including location and staffing of headquarters

A Is it generally agreed that the headquarters of CMI should remain in Antwerp?
B Should CMI seek financial or material aid from Governments or other sources?
C Are National Associations prepared to spend money on improving the methods of communication available to the CMI secretariat?
D Should CMI incur the cost of setting up an enquiry office available to give advice to National Associations?
E How important to National Associations (and their members) are the CMI publications?
F Why do only 12 out of 52 member states distribute these publications to their members?
G What suggestions do member associations have for maintaining or reducing the costs of running the organisation?
6. Executive Council Tenure, Frequency of Meetings and Communications

H Should the size of the Executive Council be increased by one or two (despite the consequential increase and expense) to give the Council a broader international base?

I Should the nominating committee be urged to appoint younger people to the Executive Council?

J Should the Executive Council meet more than the current twice a year?

K Should CMI develop its own website on an internet and develop an email capacity?

7. Payment of dues and finances

L Should Member National Associations who do not pay their dues be permitted to attend Conferences, Assemblies or vote by proxy?
Annex 2

General

- The balance between the civil and common law countries was being lost.

  This is an area that needs to be kept under constant surveillance.

- CMI should move away from being seen to be as principally a lobby group for shipowners and restore its impartiality.

  It is believed that this has been achieved but, again, is a matter which needs to be kept under constant surveillance. Clearly the CMI should not be seen to be a lobby group for any particular segment of the maritime industry.

- CMI should develop closer relationships with IMO and other bodies.

  The role played by Patrick Griggs and Richard Shaw at the IMO Legal Committee and IOPC Fund has clearly raised the profile of CMI in recent years. It is believed even more can be achieved in this regard and it is suggested that an annual meeting with officers of the IMO Legal Committee and the CMI should take place.

  Members of the Executive Council particularly, but also others, should be delegated to make contact on a regular basis with such bodies and report back to the Executive Council.

- The CMI was Eurocentric.

  The Eurocentric nature of the CMI and the perceived bias in favour of P&I Clubs and shipowners which was referred to at the Antwerp Conference are matters that Executive Councillors have sought to change. The present Executive Council has 6 of its 14 members based in Europe whereas in 1997 at the time of the CMI Centenary Conference there were 9. It is recognised that 6 may still be seen as a disproportionate number from one continent.

  This has been addressed by enlarging the geographical area from which Executive Councillors are appointed.

- Some NMLAs were moribund and their memberships were too restrictive.
The Executive Council has taken steps to remove the membership of non-financial NMLAs and to impress upon potential new NMLAs that their memberships need to be taken from a wide spectrum of the maritime industry.

- Strengthen links with international organisations.
  
  This has certainly occurred with the IMO (Legal Committee) and the IOPC Fund as a result of the activities of Patrick Griggs and Richard Shaw, as well as UNCITRAL due to the work done by the likes of Francesco Berlingieri, Stuart Beare, Michael Sturley, Alexander Von Ziegler and Gertjan Van der Ziel. It is thought that more could be done in the future.

- Hold International Sub-Committee Meetings outside Europe.
  
  This has not occurred.

- Develop Asian membership.
  
  Work has commenced in this regard particularly in relation to India, Malaysia and Indonesia.

- Suspend unfinancial members.
  
  This has taken place with greater rigour in the last few years. It is hoped that the significant reduction in subscriptions will reduce this problem significantly.

Methods of Work

- CMI observers attending meetings of United Nations agencies needed to have a clear mandate.
  
  It is believed that this has been achieved but, once again, needs to be constantly monitored so that CMI observers are aware of the views of the Executive Council as to the role they should play.

- Consideration should be given to the appointment of standing committees on certain topics such as carriage of goods, limitation of liability, marine insurance, pollution and salvage.

- The following Standing Committees currently exist:
Audit committee, CMI Charitable Trust, CMI Archives, CMI Young Members, Collection of Outstanding Contributions, Conferences/Seminars, Constitution Committee, General Average Interest Rates, Liaison with International Organisations, National Associations, Nominating Committee, Planning Committee and Publications.

Perhaps, to be added to this list at the present time, would be Fair Treatment of Seafarers, Acts of Piracy and Maritime Violence, and Rotterdam Rules. Younger members, also, should be recruited to such Standing Committees and perhaps members of international organisations such as the IMO Legal Committee, ICS and others. After the Centenary Conference the then Executive Council decided against appointing standing committees, although as has been seen a number do now exist and it might be thought that some International Working Groups are more in the nature of Standing Committees, such as those dealing with the Rotterdam Rules, Acts of Piracy and Maritime Violence and Fair Treatment of Seafarers.

- There should be greater use of video and teleconferencing.

  This has not been a matter that has been developed since the Centenary Conference. Only the Executive Council has to date taken advantage of technology to reduce the number of face to face meetings to one a year. It has one email meeting a year which takes place over a week or more.

- International Sub-Committees should operate where possible as correspondent groups.

  Once again, this is not a matter that has been taken up in so far as ISC's are concerned since the Centenary Conference, although some IWG's have operated more extensively as a correspondent group than might have been the case in the past. One example is the Fair Treatment of Seafarers. Similarly both Places of Refuge and the Review of the Salvage Convention IWGs have relied extensively on correspondence between members of the IWG.

- There should be a broader representation from Africa, Asia and Latin American countries on working groups and international subcommittees.

  This has been achieved to some extent but it is believed that more could be done.
• Consideration could be given to creating regional subcommittees to feed into international working groups.

  This has not been adopted in practice.

Future Work Projects

• A planning committee to identify the long range work plan should be set up.

  A planning committee was set up soon after the Centenary Conference which met with mixed success.

• More cosmopolitan areas of law should be looked at, such as marine insurance.

  The topic of marine insurance was taken up and considerable work done under the chairmanship of John Hare. Under Dieter Schwampe, a different focus has been adopted. Another topic such as Cross-Border Insolvency and the Arctic and Antarctic are further examples of topical work being done within the CMI.

• CMI should offer expert assistance in relation to the implementation and ratification of conventions (is linked also with the suggestion that CMI should be more proactive in getting States to adopt instruments that it has worked on).

  It is thought that this is an area in which the CMI can make a significant impact.

• CMI should move towards a greater emphasis on the production of model laws, guidelines etc.

  This is something that needs to be considered whenever CMI works on a new project, and it is believed is taken into account.

Conferences and Profile

• Some concerns were expressed as to the length of conferences but there was general agreement that the conferences should be held every four years with a colloquium every two years.

  Since 1997 conferences have been held at Singapore (2001), Vancouver (2004) and Athens (2008). There have also been colloquia, symposiums and seminars held since the Centenary Conference in Toledo (2000), Bordeaux (2003), Cape Town (2006),

Role and importance of NMLAs

- CMI risked being dominated by wealthy nations and smaller nations having a limited say.
  
  The greater geographical spread of the membership of the Executive Council is thought to have made some inroads into this perceived problem.

- Proxy voting should be allowed.
  
  After the Centenary Conference the Executive Council decided not to recommend any amendments to the Constitution.

- Executive Councillors should be encouraged to attend functions being organised by NMLAs.

  This has occurred to a limited extent but could, if thought appropriate, be increased. Executive Councillors have attended I IDM meetings, the Singapore MLAs annual meeting, the joint meeting of the US, Canadian and Australian and New Zealand MLAs, and others.

Administrative aspects, location and staffing of headquarters

It was suggested that:

- the head office could be moved to Brussels or London which were more readily accessible than Antwerp.

  This has not taken place. Belgium is clearly the home of CMI, the place where it is incorporated and where its records are maintained.

- a permanent Enquiry Office under the supervision of the Secretary-General should be set up.

  The Executive Council, after the CMI Conference, decided to ensure that the assistant to the administrator would convey any enquiries received to an Executive Councillor for response.

  More resources should be given to publications.

  The greater use of the website has perhaps made this unnecessary.
Executive Council Tenure, Frequency of Meetings, Communications

- It was suggested that the size of the Executive Council be increased with a view to moving away from the European bias and have representatives from South East Asia, Africa and China.

  After the Centenary Conference the Executive Council decided not to recommend a change to the Constitution but to seek to widen the geographical spread of the membership of the Executive Council to take account of this concern. It made such a recommendation to the nominating committee, and it is believed that this has been achieved but more can perhaps be done.

- The regular turnover of councillors and younger councillors were also recommended.

  The Steering Committee (set up by President Jean-Serge Rohart which comprised the two Vice-Presidents and the Secretary-General) recommended a reduction in terms of councillors from 4 to 3 years, with the potential to serve two terms. The Constitution was amended in Rotterdam to achieve this.

- Two meetings per annum were considered by some to be insufficient and the use of video and technology was recommended.

  Notwithstanding these concerns in the interests of economy the Executive Council only meets face to face once a year, together with an email meeting which has been referred to above. The practice has also developed, arising from the setting up of the Steering Committee in 2008, for an inner cabinet (known as the Management Committee) to meet annually. This consists of the President, two Vice-Presidents and Secretary-General. This is thought to have been a useful innovation particularly where the President is not someone who is fully retired.

Payment of dues and finances

- A number of suggestions were made for a review of administrative expenses at the Centenary Conference.

  Whilst greater discipline was attached to the finances of the CMI after the CMI Conference it was noted at the time that the expenses of running the office in Antwerp
were about 48% of the total expenses incurred annually and the expenses for the Executive Councillors, including the President and other officers were running at approximately 35% of the total expenses. It was not considered there was very much room for economy in expenses. Changes have been made not least the substantial reduction in NMLA subscriptions, the reduction in Executive Council expenses and the greater use of the Internet etc. As a result the CMI has a healthy reserve.

Report of the Plenary Session

- New ways should be developed of consulting with NMLAs, such as more seminars, bilateral meetings etc.

To an extent this has been achieved (see the list of conferences, colloquia and seminars listed above). Consideration could perhaps be given to more regional meetings for NMLAs being organised in areas such as South America, Central America, Europe and Asia.

- CMI should be a leader and not a follower and encourage more youthful representation.

Serious attempts have been made to encourage younger members to participate in the CMI. Special events (both scholastic and social) have been organised at conferences and colloquia. The Northern European Regional Grouping has held extremely successful functions for young lawyers. The Singapore MLA hosts an Asian meeting once a year.

- CMI's domination by European nations does not take account of the growing economies of Asia.

Some far sighted delegates at the Centenary Conference highlighted the need to give greater emphasis to establishing NMLAs in Asia. At the Assembly meeting in Oslo in 2011 the President reported on an approach that had been made by the Singapore MLA to establish a representative office for three years in that country. At the time of preparation of this paper discussions are still taking place in that regard.

This has been addressed by enlarging the geographical area from which Executive Councillors are appointed but it is believed more can be done in the future.

- CMI should make itself "really international".
Steps have been taken to broaden the geographical membership of the Executive Council. Efforts are being made to encourage the setting up of MLAs around the world.

- CMI should embrace modern communications.

The Executive Council, after the Centenary Conference, decided to install email and investigated establishing a website. Francesco Berlingieri is to be commended for the enormous work that he put into establishing the first website. The Steering Committee recommended investing more in changing the website but clearly more can be done. The Executive Council has certainly embraced modern communications, as has been referred to above in relation to one of the two Executive Council Meetings which takes place annually and the website has been significantly improved. There are clearly further matters that can be done to improve the website and embrace technology.

- Relationships with international bodies should be structured on a more formal basis.

  Whilst steps along this path are being taken it is thought more can be done.

- Developing countries should be assisted in implementing existing conventions by CMI providing technical assistance.

  This is under review.

- CMI should nominate representatives to liaise with the United Nations Agencies.

  This has been done, but once again it is believed more can be done.

Conferences

- One week was too long for a conference.

  The Executive Council has continued to follow the traditional format for 4 yearly conferences.

- Seminars etc should be used to raise funds for the CMI and be of no more than 3 to 4 days.

  The CMI has adopted this suggestion. See the list above of conferences, colloquiums, symposiums and seminars which have taken place.
NMLAs

- Guidelines for membership of NMLAs should be produced.
  
  These are on the website "Guidelines for the formation of national maritime law associations".

- Executive councillors should be encouraged to visit NMLAs.
  
  This has been done (see comments above).

- There should be a recruitment drive for new NMLAs in the Far East.
  
  This is happening.

Administration

- Better use of the internet.
  
  If NMLAs would provide their members contact details (or at least one central repository for messages from CMI to be forwarded to their members) more could be done in this regard.

Size of the Executive Council

- Wider representation rather than increase in size.
  
  See comments which have been made above.